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i like the game but i hink there are some problems with it firsty despite me chooseing to be male it kept giving options to sleep
with men and while i didnt choose these options i was dating a guy in one of the chapters and whenthe game ended i felt like the
story wasn done at all beccause it ended at essentially the peak of my career and while i liked the game i wouldnt reccomend it
becuase it feels unfinished. i like the game but i hink there are some problems with it firsty despite me chooseing to be male it
kept giving options to sleep with men and while i didnt choose these options i was dating a guy in one of the chapters and
whenthe game ended i felt like the story wasn done at all beccause it ended at essentially the peak of my career and while i liked
the game i wouldnt reccomend it becuase it feels unfinished. i like the game but i hink there are some problems with it firsty
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despite me chooseing to be male it kept giving options to sleep with men and while i didnt choose these options i was dating a
guy in one of the chapters and whenthe game ended i felt like the story wasn done at all beccause it ended at essentially the peak
of my career and while i liked the game i wouldnt reccomend it becuase it feels unfinished. The choose-your-own adventure
game I've been waiting for! Choice of the Rock Star isn't one of the longer or deeper Choice of Games, but it's full of charm
and each playthrough is just the right length to make me want to dive back in to live a different life, with a wide range of
possibilities for your band and career. I recommend this game to anyone who's ever loved music.. This game was okay in the
moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in hetero relationships the entire time and all of a sudden I am dating
the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I thought this was *my* character. I stopped playing after that.
Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as more of a giant programming glitch or bad writing.. I actually
read through this one before it made it to Steam, and unfortunately I just couldn't get into it. As a metal head, that was pretty
disappointing. Honestly, I have to give this one a 4/10.. I actually read through this one before it made it to Steam, and
unfortunately I just couldn't get into it. As a metal head, that was pretty disappointing. Honestly, I have to give this one a 4/10.
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